This paper proposes a new method of failure diagnosis of nuclear power plant (NPP). Transient behavior of the NPP includes ample failure information even for a limited period of time from the failure onset. We tried to develop a diagnosis system with high capability of identifying the failure cause and of estimating failure severeness. The Walsh function transformation of transient time series data and the reduction of the Walsh coefficients into ternary valued amplitude indicators were utilized to extract the essential characteristics of failure. The correspondences of the transient characteristics and causes were summarized in a failure symptom database. A method of ternary tree search using an information measure as a heuristic strategy was adopted to conduct the efficient retrieval of failure causes in the database. Through numerical experiments using a simulation model of a NPP, the diagnostic capability of the system was proved to be satisfactory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The identification of plant status by operators in abnormal situation is highly important for the enhancement of safety in nuclear power plants (NPPs). Within these several years, various kinds of failure diagnosis systems, to be used to support operator's decision making, have been developed.
Typical examples of the techniques employed in the diagnosis systems are cause consequence tree (CCT)(1) and knowledge engineering (2) . Although these techniques gave successful results in small scale tests, several problems have to be solved for realistic applications. First, the number and complexity of CCTs and rules (diagnostic knowledge) tend to grow impractically large. The generation of CCTs and rules becomes a difficult, time consuming and expensive task. Also, the validity of the trees and rules becomes hard to assure.
The diagnostic systems using the aforementioned techniques utilize simplified descriptions of the dynamic behavior (e.g. temperature is increasing and pressure is decreasing.) of the objective plant. The dynamic behavior of the plant have to be treated in more detailed manner for a better performance of the diagnosis system. Although some techniques of utilizing the more detailed dynamic information of plant state were attempted(3)(4), further developments are to be made to fully utilize the diagnostic information contained in the transient behavior.
From the viewpoints mentioned above, we propose following new techniques :
(1) Automated generation of diagnostic knowledge from transient behavior obtained by a simulator of the objective plant (2) Efficient utilization of diagnostic informa-tion in transient behavior of the objective plant (3) Design and implementation of diagnostic knowledgebase in a structured manner suitable for efficient information retrieval. The generation of diagnostic knowledge by men makes the diagnosis system less reliable, because of the possibility of introducing the human-originated errors such as neglection and misunderstanding in the generation stage. The automated generation of diagnostic knowledge from transient behavior enhances the reliability of the diagnosis system on the condition that the transient behavior is obtained from a credible simulator of the objective plant. The credibility of the simulation was studied in our previous papers(5) (6) . Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the failure diagnosis system proposed in this report. The credible simulator derives each sensor output of the plant in time domain as numerical time series. The anomaly behavior in each sensor output caused by a failure is detected and segmented by utilizing the technique of Kalman filtering (7) . The segmented transient data are then transformed by Walsh function expansion (8) into Walsh coefficients. These coefficients are reduced into a set of ternary valued amplitude indicators using a posteriori probability obtained by Bayes theorem (9) . These indicators represent the failure symptom contained in the transient data. Each of the derived failure symptoms is related to its failure cause and severeness in the form of a ternary tree. These relationships, each having a ternary tree structure, are aggregated as the failure symptom database. The retrieval of failure causes and severeness is efficiently performed in this data structure. Based on the observed failure symptom from the objective plant, the diagnosis program retrieves failure causes and severeness in the failure symptom database using an information measure(10) as a heuristic strategy for efficient and reliable retrieval. This procedure of failure causes identification is conducted for each sensor output. The diagnostic result is obtained by selecting the AND set of all the candidate sets of the failure cause enumerated from all objective sensor. As the mutual relations among each sensor are considered in this final procedure, this diagnosis method has no problem like impractically large number of rules or CCTs.
Chapter Following properties are required in the detection methodology of abnormal behavior in the numerical time series :
(1) Applicability to various initial, steady state, conditions (2) Sufficiently high sensitivity without false alarm. To satisfy these requirements, a method of anomaly detection was developed utilizing the technique of Kalman filtering (7) .
We introduce following assumptions with signal and measurement processes :
Here, x(k) and y(k) are the process value and the measurement value of a sensor signal at time K, respectively; u(k) and w(k) are the process and the measurement noise, respectively. The noise processes are assumed to satisfy the conditions of stationarity and whiteness. Under these conditions, the least squares estimate xe(k) of x(k) is derived by the Kalman filtering algorithm as follows :
Here, s2u and s2w are the mathematical expectations of variance of u(k) and w(k),respectively. The detection of failure onset is performed as follows. First, prediction error r(k) and mathematical expectation of error variance E(r(k)2) are defined as
Utilizing the x2-test, the decision is made with 95% confidence level by the following rule :
then the process is normal, otherwise, i.e.
then the process is abnormal. The time series data after the first abnormal detection are regarded as the anomaly transient data. In actual applications, the threshold of E(r(k)2) might be defined larger than the value mentioned above to reduce the possibility of false alarm. (1) The size of the numerical failure symptom database become impractically large. (2) The search procedure of the true cause out of a large number of failure symptoms in the database becomes time-consuming. It is unrealistic to try to conduct the exact pattern matching between the observed and prestored failure symptoms in the form of time series data. The selection of a suitable orthogonal function set is important issue of the transformation algorithm design. In this study, the Walsh function transformation(8) was adopted. This function system is a set of rectangular wave patterns, which is known to be effective in characterizing the digital time series data.
Typical observations, or descriptions, of the plant state, with which a human expert can conduct the task of failure cause identification, are given below :
(1) Signal 1 increased in a stepwise manner, kept the constant value for a while, then showed a ramp decrease.
(2) Signal 2 showed a ramp decrease until it reached a saturation level.
(3) Signal 3 showed a quick dip, then increased gradually. Each feature parameter, corresponding to the transformation coefficient, is then reduced to define "amplitude indicator" for higher retrieval efficiency. For simplicity of explanation, let us focus on one particular signal among many observable signals. First, all the sample data of typical anomaly transients corresponding to various kinds of failure causes are transformed into feature parameters. We obtain a set of parameters for each transformation order i with these samples. Within this set, the parameter amplitude shows a certain empirical distribution. Each parameter set i is classified into three sectors with identical areas, corresponding to the ternary valued indicators, simply by finding two internal boundaries in the distribution.
The parameters belonging to the sectors for high, middle and low amplitude values are labeled by the amplitude indicators "+", "0" and "-", respectively. A priori probabilities Pi(+), Pi(0) and Pi(-) for a feature parameter in the set to be labeled by the indicators "+", "0" and "-", respectively, obviously satisfy the relation, Pi(+)=Pi(0)=Pi(-)=1/3 ( 9 ) Furthermore, we can define a priori conditioned probability distributions of the feature parameter wi of the i-th order by assuming a suitable amplitude distribution function of wi in the sample set. The feature parameter ,wi obtained from sample data is expected to have Gaussian distribution for the uncertainty of observation. We denote P(wi|+), P(wi|0) and P(wi|-) as a priori Gaussian probability distributions of wi for the cases, when the indicators are "+", "0" and "-" , respectively. This procedure is repeated for all the observed signals to be considered in diagnostic decision making.
A posteriori conditioned probabilities for the indicators "+", "0" and "-" on the condition that the observed value of the i-th order coefficient is wi are obtained utilizing the Bayes theorem (9) . For example, a posteriori conditioned probability of the indicator "+" is calculated as follows : (10) Figure 3 shows one example of P(+|wi) , P(0 | wi) and P(-|wi). In this case, the largest a posteriori probability for an observed wt is P(0| wi)= 0.6. Therefore, the amplitude indicator value for the wi is judged to be "0". Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 Correspondence of symptoms and causes in ternary tree structure
Each node has three branches labeled "+", "0" and "-" , corresponding to three values of the amplitude indicator. The nodes at a higher layer correspond to lower transformation order and vice versa. For example, the indicator set [-++-] , linked by the thick lines, corresponds to the causes C and D. Since the indicator set consists of four elements in this example, only four comparisons are needed to determine the failure cause. This structure of the database allows us a highly efficient retrieval. When new data are obtained, implementation of the data to the database is performed easily using the recursive algorithm, as far as the amount of the data is small. For a large amount of new data, however, the redefinition of a priori conditioned probability distribution would be desirable.
Each sensor output can show specific behavior for each failure. Therefore the tree shown in Fig. 4 was generated for each sensor.
III. FAILURE CAUSE IDENTIFICATION
The procedure of failure cause identification developed in this study consists of two steps. In the first step, candidates of failure cause are retrieved based on each sensor output. In the second step, the most likely candidates are determined among the candidates obtained at the first step.
Search Procedure Based on Information Measure This section describes the determination
procedure of failure cause candidates based on the database obtained for single sensor output. The observed anomaly transient in the sensor output is transformed and reduced into a set of amplitude indicators by the procedure explained in Chap. II. The failure cause retrieval is performed by the search procedure utilizing an information measure(10), which is defined by the (-1) times logarithm of a posteriori probability of the indicator. This measure was introduced to overcome a specific difficulty, i.e. reasonable decision making based on uncertain knowledge. It is quite plausible that the two transients with slightly different failure symptoms are obtained by the causes to be identified as "same", owing to a small difference in magnitude and/or time characteristics of the failure. In other words, the indicator sets corresponding to the same failure cause should be regarded as identical despite the small difference. At the same time, the algorithm is requested to distinguish two failure causes, which are related to apparently resembling symptoms. To satisfy these conflicting requirements, the search within the database is performed by successive evaluation of the average information measure at each search step. Here, i is the depth index of a node in the tree structure, i.e. the order of the Walsh function transformation. The symbol N is the maximum depth index, i.e. the maximum order, E(im) the average information measure, im(+), im(0) and im(-) information measures of each indicator value, given by -log P(+ | wi), -log P(0| wi and -log P(-| wi) respectively. The parameter e is a threshold value of average information measure for the determination of the branches to retrieve. Since the amplitude indicator can be determined uniquely when its conditional probability is greater than 0.5 (i.e. when the average information measure becomes smaller than -log 0.5), the value of e was selected to be -log 0.5.
The decision by the threshold value e defines a heuristic rule. This heuristic rule makes the retrieval highly flexible. Note that the average information measure of each failure cause candidate become a measure of the certainty of the result. The failure candidate identified with a small value of the information, measure is regarded to be highly probable.
The minimum value of 0.0 is obtained when the result is identified with 100% certainty. This guideline is most appropriate for the purpose of minimizing the false alarm probability. An alternative option is to apply the majority voting rule which is less conservative than the aforementioned one. We adopted the conservative guideline in the present study. The majority voting might be adopted when smaller probability of miss alarm is required. Table   1 . Tables 2 and 3 By taking the AND of all candidate sets, however, the true failure cause was determined uniquely.
In the case shown in Table 3 
Diagnosis of Realistic Test Data
As the second step of verifying applicability of this system, the failure diagnosis was performed with the more realistic, unexperienced transients, which were generated by modifying the original transient data.
In the example shown in Fig. 8 , the test data were obtained Table 2 Result of failure diagnosis of transient data "
Step decrease of TEC output" Here, we implicitly assumed the linearity of transient response.
The second example illustrated in Fig. 9 was obtained by adding white noise having the amplitude of 10% peak to peak Tables 4 and 5 show the diagnosis results  obtained for the realistic test data. In Table 4 , Signal 4 gave the multiple causes, although the element of the AND set is unique. In Table   5 , each signal show the identical result. In case of the data contaminated by white noise having the amplitude of 20% peak to peak variation, each signal could not show the common result. This is unavoidable since the substantial increase in the measurement noise should be attributed to another failure cause.
Expansion of the database should be performed to cover significant increasing measurement noise. In the cases of Tables 4 and 5 , the sets Table 4 Result of failure diagnosis of transient data "
Step decrease of TEC output" (amplified variation magnitude by a factor 1.2) 
